We had suggested a new concept, restorgenesis. 2 It addresses issues related to the essence of rehabilitation, such as defining the patient's potential for recovery, the milestones of the recovery process and its facilitating and impinging factors. This concept is a hybrid of two already-existing notions: pathogenesis, that is, the definition of the factors in the individual and his/her environment that are causative of illness, and salutogenesis, that is, the definition of factors in the individual as well as in the environment that promote health.
We suggest the notion of restorgenesis to embrace the processes of rebuilding and re-equilibrating that are at the core of the recovery process.
Most probably, various situations lead to 'The Final Common Pathway' or the Syndrome of Pre-Mature Aging (or morbidity): Disabilities, Trauma, Disease, The Holocaust, Torture, PTSD, Captivity, hunger, etc' .
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